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RevPASH (Revenue Per Available Seat Hour) is an important measure that helps restaurant operators understand how efficiently each seat in a restaurant generates revenue. The RevPASH app is an easy-to-use web-tool that provides an operator with a quick way to input a few relevant numbers and calculate RevPASH. The application has the ability to compare RevPASH over different times, days, weeks, and months. Visit the application at www.bu.edu/RevPASH on your computer or mobile device.

Expected Benefits for Restaurant Operators
Restaurant operators will be able to quickly understand the efficiency of the seats in their restaurant, therefore helping operators determine areas of their operations that can be altered in ways that maximize revenues. The application enables restaurateurs to use data to help make educated decisions in many areas, such as when to expedite service delivery, change price, modify function space, and institute marketing strategies.

Expected Benefits for Students and Educators
Students will learn hands on how different factors impact the top line of a restaurant. The application gives students the ability to analyze examples with great depth. The manipulation of actionable data helps students think critically regarding potential changes to restaurant operations, marketing, and more. (continued on p. 38)
Locking Mechanism
In order for the user to understand the relationship between different variables, the RevPASH application allows you to lock various fields. The locking mechanism enables you to pick which variables are affected by a change in the data input.
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For more information, please visit www.bu.edu/RevPASH.